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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a summary of some results concerning the feedback analysis of French Emergency diesel generator
(EDG). The database of common cause failure for EDG has been updated. The data collected covers a period of IO years.
Several latent common causefailure (CCF) events counting in tens are identified In fact, in this number of events collected,
most are potential CCF. From events identified, 15% events are characterized as complete CCF. The database is organised
following the structure proposed by "International Common Cause Data Exchange (ICDE project). Events collected are
analyzed byJailure mode and degree offailure. Qualitative analysis of root causes, couplingJactors and corrective actions
are studied. The exercise of quantitative analysis is in progress for evaluating CCF parameters taking into account the
average impact vector and the rate of the independentfailures. The interest of the average impact vector approach is that it
makes it possible to take into account a wide experience feedback, not limited to complete CCF but including also many
events related to partial or potential CCF. It has to be noted that there are no finalized quantitative conclusions yet to be
drawn and analysis is in progress for evaluating diesel CCF parameters. In fact, the numerical coding CCF representation Of
the events uses a part ofsubjective analysis, which requests a complete and detailed event examination.

For carrying out this analysis, the diesel CCF database
1. INTRODUCTION has been updated. The updated database covers a period of

I years from French nuclear power plants. Diesel

Common cause failures are the source of multiple generators considered herein are part of the class IE
components simultaneously unavailable of the safety electrical power distribution system Providing reliable
systems at nuclear power plants. These type of events occur emergency power to electrical buses that supply safety
less frequently than independent components failures. equipments of NPP. Thus, this paper presents preliminary
However, their impact on the safety system can be quite results of the CCF failures analyses for diesel generators

significant. (EDG).
For this study, a conunon cause failure is defined as a

dependent failure in which two diesel generators fault 2. DIESEL DESCRIPTION
states exist simultaneously, or within a short period of time,
and are a direct result of a shared cause. The objective of 2.1 Generalities
this type of analysis is to determine what are the
predominant causes and coupling factors of the diesel CCF The EDGs are part of the class safety-related AC
events. A coupling factor is the mechanism, such as electrical power distribution system providing reliable
component design, or maintenance procedure, that makes emergency power to electrical buses that supply the
multiple components susceptible to failure from a single emergency core cooling system (ECCS) and various other
shared cause [I and 2 The results from this analysis could equipment necessary for safe shutdown of the reactor plant.
be used to identify approaches for prevention of common In general, each EDG configuration ensures that adequate
cause failures or for mitigation of the consequences of CCF electrical power is available in a postulated loss-of-offsite
events and to efficiently use of these CCF data in the PSA power (LOSP), with, or without a concurrent large loss of
models. coolant accident (LOCA). Gas turbine generators (used at

some locations for emergency power) are not part of this
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study. The EDGs are normally in standby, whether the 4. OVERVIEW OF THE DATABASE CONTENT
plant is at power or shutdown. At least one EDG is
required by Technical Specifications to be aligned to A synthetic overview by failure mode of the event
provide emergency power to safety related electrical buses collected is presented in Table .
in case of a LOSP to the plant.

2.2 Diesel Component Boundaries Table I
SYNTHESIS OF EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR DATA

The super component, EDG, is defined as the
combination of the diesel engine(s) with all components
including the exhaust path, electrical generator, generator Number Total DCC Complete
exciter, output breaker, combustion air, lube oil systems, (partial & DCC
cooling system, fuel oil system, and the starting Failure complete)
compressed air system. All pumps, valves and valve
operators with their power supply breakers, and associated Failure to run R) 43 % 6 %
piping for the above systems ae included. The only
portions of the EDG cooling systems included are the Failure to start (FS) 57%
specific devices that control cooling medium flow to the 9%
individual EDG auxiliary heat exchangers, including the
control instruments. The service water system outside the
control valves is excluded. The EDG room ventilation is Complete DCC events are CCF events in which each
included if the licensee reported ventilation failures that component fails completely due to the same cause and
affected EDG functional operability. within a short time interval. All other events are termed

partial CCF events. Complete CCF accounts for about
15 of the events. From the total number of events, ail-

3. STRUCTURE OF THE DATABASE to-start accounts for about 57% of events. From the
complete CCF events, the composition between fail-to-start

A recent state-of-the-art review shows that IRSN and fail-to-run is approximately the same.
practices regarding the definition of structure of event data
is rather similar to general adopted practice. Indeed, the

database structure proposed by International Common 5. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE EVENTS
Cause Data Exchange [1]" (ICDE) project is a good COLLECTED
compromise for collecting event data. Thus, IRSN has
collected and organized event data following the ICDE
data structure, in particular coding the impairment vector Events collected are analyzed by failure mode and
taking into account the degree of iticality, simultaneity degree of failure. Qualitative analysis of root causes,
and the degree of confidence about the multiple failures coupling factors and corrective actions are also studied.
from the same cause. This inforrnation includes root cause, Root cause categories are analyzed taking into account
coupling factor, common cause component group size, and different points like design, procedure inadequacy, human
corrective action. As part of this study, these events are action errors, piece part internal to component etc. The
reviewed aain and additional categorizations of the data dominant root cause for failure to start mode is design or
are included. Those categories include the degree of manufacture, or construction inadequacy. The dominant
failure, affected subsystem, and detection method. The root cause for failure t Tun mode is design or manufacture,
information on the impain-nent status of each component of or construction inadequacy. In both cases human factors
the Exposed population is coded in the following terms: for account for about 30%. Figure I shows the distribution of
complete failure (the component has completely failed and CCF events by root causes.
will not perform its function) the numerical code is 1, for Figure 2 shows the coupling factor distribution for the
degraded (the component is capable of performing the events. Hardware is the largest coupling factor. The other
major portion of the safety function, but parts of it are factors are distributed as presented in this distribution.
degraded) is 0,5 and for incipient (the component is Figure 3 shows the distribution of identified possible
capable of performing the safety function, but parts of it ae corrective actions for CCF events. Specific maintenance
in a state that - if not corrected - would lead to a degraded and design modification are equally distribution account
state.) is 0, 1. each one for about 33%.
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Figure 4 sows the statistic of CCF events for subsystems The I&C contribution could be consistent with the nature of
for all events by failure mode. Cooling is most likely to that system, since it controls the EDG during operation and
result in fail-to-run and fail-to-start events. Instrumentation contains the shutdown controls.
and Control accounts for 26% in failure to start mode.

Root cause distribution for Root cause distribution for
Failure to Staft mode Fad ure to Run iode

FS-P FS-U FR- P A

1 80/0 3% FR-M 11% 70/6

FS-M FS-D 16%

5% 46%

FRD
440/6

21% FS-H 18% FPH
7% 41/�

Figure I Statistic of CCF events by root cause. In this figure the codes are te following: D Design,
manufacture or construction inadequacy), I (Piece part Internal to component) H (Human actions), M
(Maintenance), P (procedure), U (Unknown), A abnormal stress)

Coupfing factor distribution Couplimig factor distribution for
for Failure to Start nwde failure to run mode

FS-OM P FS-El FR-OM FR-EE
11% 5% S 7% FR-El

FS-OMF 22% %
18% FR MP

F S-H FS-HC FR-OM F
10% 56% 2% FR-HC

FR-FIS 33 %

Figure 2 Statistic of CCF events by coupling factor. Te codes are the following: El (Environmental
Internal), EE (Environmental External), HS (System Design), HC (Hardware Design), OMF (Maintenance
Test M/T) Staff), OMP (Maintenance Test M/T) Procedure), ONIS (Maintenance Test M/T)
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Corrective action distribution Corrective action distribution
for Failure to Run mode for Failure to Start mode

FR-O
FR-G 4% FR-A FS-A

1 8 % 2% FS-G %

40%

FS-B
FR-B 18%

47% FS-C
FR-C 26%

29%

Figure 3 Statistic of CCF events by corrective actions. Where the codes are the following: A

(General Administrative Procedure Controls), (Specific Maintenance Operation Practices), C
(Design Modification), G (Fixing of Component)

Subsystem distribution for Subsystem distribution for
failure to Run mode failure to Start mode

FR-FO FR-LO FS-ST FS-CM
7% 9% C 10% 2%

FS-I&
FR-EN 2 6%

9% mmft�'

FS-GE FS-CO

2% FS-FO
-CO .7%

75%

Figure 4 Statistic of CCF events by EDG susbsystem. Where the codes are the following: CO
(Cooling), EN (Engine), FO (Fuel Oil), GE (Generator), LO (Lube Oil), I&C (Instrumentatioin
Control) and ST (Strat circuit)
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6. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE EVENTS root cause is the same (external corrosion), the
COLLECTED simultaneous degradation state is considered incipient. For

this event the average parameter A 0.025 means that the
The objective of this step is to estimate the CCF weight of the event as a complete CCF is 0025.

parameters of the model used. The procedure used herein is Event 3 this event is related to the damage of a
the "vent impact vectoe, method described in reference piston in the fire line break. The time for repairing is
(1]. The impact vector is a numerical representation of an considered as long and both diesel are considered partly
event related to the degraded failure state. In the simple affected. This event is considered to occur simultaneously
cm of a group of 2 components the impact vector is since the control showed the same problem on both diesels.
V= Fo, R, 2, where A -represents the failure occurrence The shared cause is the same problem (wear and corrosion).

of a component (Fo = I means no failure at all), For this event the average parameter A 0.25 means that
denotes the occurrence of independent failures = I the weight of the event as a complete CCF is 0.25.
means that the event is characterized by only one Another requirement for CCF parameters assessment
independent fkilure) A represents the occurrence of CCF is the rate of independent failures of EDG for the same
(2 means that the event is characterized by a CCF period. These independent events were collected taking

into account the Whire mode (failure to run and failure to
between the 2 components). start) and the time for refurbishing.

The impact vector described above would be a The great interest of the average impact vector
sufficient numerical representation of the event if no approach is that it makes it possible to take into account a
sources of uncertainty existed in classifying the event as a wide experience feedback, not limited to complete CCF but
CCF from the information available in feedback database. including also any events related to partial or potential
However, many event descriptions lack sufficient detail. CCF. Beta factor method for a group of 2 components is in
For example, the exact status of components is not always progress to evaluate CCF for diesel generators.
known, and the causes and coupling factors associated with It has to be noted that there are no finalized
the failures are difficult to identify. Therefore, the conclusions yet to be dawn and analysis is in progress to
classification and the evaluation of the event ipact vector evaluate CCF parameters. In fact, the numerical coding
require establishing several hypotheses on the interpretation CCF representation of the events uses a part of subjective
of the event in particular: events involving degraded analysis, which requests a complete event xamination.
components, events involving multiple component failures Indeed, a detailed analysis needs to be carried out of events
closely related in time but not simultaneous, and events record and information associated. Discussions with experts
involving multiple failures for which the presence of a are needed for assigning a CCF attribute to the event
shared cause cannot be established with certainty. Thus, an analysed. For example, in some cases, the exact degree of
average impact vector( 7= A, R, A is evaluated taking component degradation is not known, the root causes are
into account a combination of these different factors that not well identified and the coupling and shared causes
are introduced as the analysis degree of confidence about associated with the failures are partially established, and
the degraded component states, the simultaneity of events toward that end, a large time is paid to determine numerical
and the shared cause in the event. values.

Some examples that illustrate the elements of our Discussions are thus in progress between different
database are the following: experts on the subjective parameters judgment to efficiently

use these CCF data in probabilistic safety analysis models.
Event 1: this event is tied with the failure of the valve In particular a working group has been established for

for regulating the temperature so that the cooling of engine analyzing these results using different methodologies.
was not ensured for both diesels of units A and B. The root Indeed, an analysis is in progress to compare results using
cause is a problem of design and the time for repair is the ethodology above described with the CCF parameters
considered as a long time. This event is considered as faults evaluated using "Coupling Model" impairment vector
appearing simultaneously during the periodic test and the without rate of independent failures). The Coupling Model
shared cause is the same design cause. For this event the [3] uses for each CCF event the impairment status of each
average parameter A =I means that the event is considered component of the exposed component group and calculates
as a complete CCF. directly common cause probabilities and associated

Event 2: this event is related to the external uncertainties without relation to independent failure rates.

corrosion of the cooling circuit line of both diesel
generators. The time for repairing is considered as a long
time, the diesels were considered partially degraded, the
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED REFERENCES

The EDG data collected covers a period of 10 years. [1] MOSLEH, RASMUSON & MARSHALL 1998,
Several latent CCF events counting in tens ave been NUREG/CR-5485. Guidelines on Modeling Common-
identified. Nevertheless, in this number of events collected, Cause Failures in Probabilistic Risk Assessment
most are potential CCFs. From events identified, 15% INEEL/EXT-97-01327.
events are characterized as complete CCF (events in which
each component fails completely due to the same cause and [21 ICDE International common-cause failure data
within a short time interval). From the total number of exchange (ICDE) project. Coding Gneral guideline
events, fitil-to-staft accounts for about 57% of events. From OECD/NEA, 1998-2002.
the complete CCF events, the repartition between fail-to-
start and fail-to-run is approximately the same. [3] KREUSER A. PESCHKE J. 2001: Coupling Model:

IRSN has collected and organized event data A Common-Cause-Failure Model with Consideration of
following the ICDE data structure, in particular coding the Interpretation Uncertainties, Nuclear Technology 136:3,
impact vector taking into account the degree of ctically, 255-260
simultaneity and the degree of confidence about the
multiple failures from the same cause. This information
includes root cause, coupling fitctor, common cause
component group size, and corrective action. The great
interest of the average impact vector approach is that it
makes it possible to take into account a wide experience
feedback, not limited to complete CCF but including also
many events related to partial or potential CCF.

A CCF quantification exercise is still in progress but it
has to be noted that the numerical coding CCF
representation of the event is the result of a partly
subjective analysis, in particular taking into account the
uncertainties for characterizing the event as a CCF from the
record feedback information. In several events, the exact
degree of component degradation is not known, the root
causes are not well identified and the coupling and shared
causes associated with the failures are partially established,
and toward that end, a large time is paid to determine
numerical values.

Thus, there are no finalized quantitative conclusions
yet to be drawn using the methodology above described to
evaluate CCF parameters for diesel generators. Additional
evaluation must be carried out into some of the parameters
as Design, Piece part Internal to component and
Maintenance operating pactice in order to allow some firm
conclusions. Importance/sensitivity and uncertainty analysis
are needed to efficiently use such data. Complementary
analysis is in progress between different experts related to
the subjective parameters judgment to efficiently use of
these CCF data in the PSA models.
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